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reddit.com/r/SCP6...Page 2reddit.com/r/SCP6... So in the 2935 scan the team finds the body of 682. With 682 having survived the destruction of the plot and many other crazy termination attempts I think I have an idea why he was able to die in this scip. The only purpose of 682 in life seems to be the destruction of a lifetime, right? So maybe once its
purpose is 682 it has to extinguish its own life as well. Idk, if that makes any sense, but let me know what you think. Page 2 17 Comments 2i.redd.it/j2o6jp... I was reading through the SCP-682 termination records and found this record. Here's what he said:—————————————————————————— Theme: ASESINO SCP-682, dispensed with
SCP-294Tissue Test Record: Upon contact with the liquid, the sample began to crumble and decay, decreased to a fine powder within three (3) minutes of application. Termination test record: Acid in the UCS-682 containment chamber was temporarily delayed. Approximately one (1) liter of the dispensed liquid was poured over the head of SCP-682. Parts of
the head of SCP-682 began to crumble and crumble. After immersion of the containment chamber, the affected areas dissolved immediately. Note: We may be on to something. If we can get a big enough sample of the fluid, that could do the trick. We're learning, I'm telling you. -Dr. █████████ ——————————————————————————S
surely, if they slowly collected enough of the liquid to fill the containment chamber of 682, they would be able to kill him. They even admit they're on to something with the test. Am I missing something? Page 2 22 reviews I was watching the sedition of 079 from Tat's Top Videos, and mentioned 682 was dead from long-term exposure to 173. This is true, as I
could not find any information on the wiki. Page 2 25 comments and not this is not meant to be a will this scp kill 682. I am legitimately intrested in this question. Is 682 aware of 2935 and, if so, what does 682 react to 2935? Page 2 22 comments Will 682 ever die? I know it's a fan favorite, but after all these attempts, it's starting to get repetitive. I wish we
focused more on the backshed-up story of '682, rather than just making stories about how the foundation only casts scps in 682, none of them die, and it only results in blood. I was hoping the incident with capable (076) was the end, but the nervous lizard is still standing. Page 2 46 Comments Page 2i.redd.it/oak4bd... He was reading 682 again and at the
end of the records of the completion attempt said they collected poison from the SCP coffee machine (294) and killed 682. So I wonder if that's fully confirmed. Edit: It seems that the it has been changed and that deleted termination recordPage 2 7 comments Page 2i.redd.it/b3qejk... 2i.redd.it/b3qejk... 2i.redd.it/b3qejk...
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